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Shostakovich’s elegiac Second Cello Concerto (1966) was (almost inevitably) dedicated to 
Mstislav Rostropovich, whose performances of the world and British premieres are available 
on CD (EMI and BBC Legends). The work – which has prominent parts for xylophone, wood-
block and whip, but no trumpets - combines burlesque-like elements with extended 
passages of soaring, searing intensity, where the cello seems to take-wing. As you would 
expect, arguably the 20th century’s greatest cellist conveys immense power, commitment 
and concentration, is completely attuned to the composer’s compositional style and is note 
and pitch perfect, which given the difficulty of the work, is saying something (remarkably he 
is virtually the same live). 

One has only to listen to the way he phrases the opening Largo’s main theme, where the 
bow seems to disappear in an unbroken stream of almost vocal introspection, the hollow-
toned pizzicati, variable vibrato, huge dynamic range and ability to capture every flickering 
mood, to realise that this is cello playing in the very grandest tradition. He uses razor sharp 
attack to brilliantly convey the savage irony of the Russian folk song that forms the basis of 
the Allegretto-attacca and the cadenza is dazzling. The finale combines hunting fanfares 
with passages of delicate scherzando and introspection, here the volume and intensity of the
high double-stopping after the massive, driven climax is unforgettable. The Boston 
Symphony Orchestra play magnificently for Ozawa, but one can’t help but think that say 
Rozhdestvensky would have imbued the score with more grit and bite.  

Sound

Balance: 3
Inner balance: 3
Detail and clarity: 3
Dynamic range: 4

Unlike many other companies the sound Deutsche Grammophon produced in the solid-state 
era was usually a big improvement on their bland, compressed offerings from the 1950s and 
‘60s, but on this very important disc several things are amiss. First, while the overall balance 
is just about acceptably forward, the sense of orchestral perspective and inner balance is 



awry, in that the wind and assorted percussion move forward outside of tutti passages and 
the side-drum and xylophone are sometimes given even greater prominence; the score also 
calls for two harps, but these are virtually inaudible. The dynamic range however is 
reasonably extended as is the frequency response and no register dominates. 

Symphony Hall, Boston has a well-nigh perfect acoustic (1.8 seconds reverberation time), 
which the RCA Living Stereo team often captured to perfection in the late 50s and early 60s, 
unfortunately a decade later DG succeeded in creating something that sounds to have 
added reverberation and little sense of space around the image, which is very disappointing, 
as is the balancing of the soloist. We know that the vast majority of engineers and producers
can’t resist the temptation to unnaturally spotlight a soloist, but here Rostropovich seems to 
be sat forward of the conductor and completely dominates the sound-picture, which again is 
disappointing. The Soviet engineers who recorded the first performance, in this respect at 
least, did a far better job and given the marvellous sound that Decca gave Rostropovich in 
the Sixties it is a pity that they didn’t record this work.  


